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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given a war file with the following structure
| - WEB-INF/classes/Myservlet.class
| - WEB-INF/lib/wf.jaf
Where wf.jar contains a valid web-fragment.xml and the
following two classes: MyFilter1.class and MyFiler2.class.
The web-fragment.xml is as follows:
The following are some code snippets:
When one access "/" of the above web application, which filters
will be executed?
A. MyFilter1 and MyFilter2
B. No filters will be executed.
C. MyFilter2
D. MyFilter1
Answer: C
Explanation:

Explanation
Note:
* &lt;filter-mapping&gt;
This tag specifies a filter name, and either a URL mapping or
servlet name, for a filter that has been defined with the
&lt;filter&gt; tag.
Multiple &lt;filter-mapping&gt; tags can be specified for a
single &lt;filter&gt;, providing different URL patterns. See
the
&lt;url-pattern&gt; tag for examples.
The &lt;filter-mapping&gt; has two required elements:
&lt;filter-name&gt; - the filter name, as specified in the
&lt;filter-name&gt; element of the &lt;filter&gt; tag Either a
&lt;url-pattern&gt; or a &lt;servlet-name&gt;.
If a servlet name is specified, the filter will be called
whenever the specific servlet is called.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A fourteen-year-old patient who survived a motor vehicle
accident is in critical condition. At one point, the
patient opens his eyes and smiles. The mother runs to the nurse
and exclaims, "Look, it indicates that my
son will get better soon." The best response by the nurse is:
A. "Yes, you're right; this is a very good indicator."
B. "God must have been watching over your son."
C. "Try to get your son to hold your hands."
D. "We are doing everything we can to help your son."
Answer: D
Explanation:
The best response by the nurse is, "We are doing everything we
can to help your son." The
nurse should emphasize that everything possible is being done
because the outcome cannot be predicted.
Avoid raising false hopes.

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOT SPOT

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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